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“Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year!
See you all in 2022, be safe over the holiday season!”

OFFICE CLOSURE
The Administration office will be closed from Monday December 20 until Tuesday January 4th, 2022.

Lands and Resources Department Update
FNNND is planning for the upcoming winter season. It was great for the Lands & Resources department
team to be able to resume our meetings with Elders and Citizens.

The following is a brief outline of the ongoing work happening within the Lands & Resources
Department. Our main duties within the Lands Department are to help implementing and ensuring
compliance with the FNNND Lands Act, Regulations and Policies; working closely with all of the Lands
Team members and other departments to review and track Land use, planning, compliance with licenses
and permits assisting with any day to day departmental needs.

The three most important parts of the FNNND agreements, that our team always keep in the fore front on
a daily basis are:

Section 16.4.2 FA: Fish and Wildlife - “Yukon Indian People shall have the right to harvest for
subsistence within their Traditional Territory […], for �ish and wildlife for themselves and their families at
all seasons of the year and in any number…”
Section 14.8.1 FA: Water Management - “A Yukon First Nation has the right to have water…remain
substantially unaltered as to quantity, quality and rate of �low, including seasonal rate of �low.”

Section 11.1.1.6 FA: Land Use Planning - “To ensure that social, cultural, economic and environmental
policies are applied to the management, protection, and use of land, water and resources in an integrated
and coordinated manner so as to ensure Sustainable Development.”

During the 2021 NND trip on the Beaver River.

covid-19 measures
As you are aware FNNND had lifted some of the Covid measures that were in place since the beginning of
the Pandemic, as for the COVID checkpoint and the working from home directions. Most of the Staff
already returned to the of�ice or are scheduled to be returning now. Yukon is now into a new wave of
Covid-19 and there are new variants entering the Yukon. FNNND Government House remains closed to
the public to ensure the protection of our community, including mandatory masks in all FNNND Of�ice
buildings. We still encourage everyone to follow the Safe 6 Rules for the Yukon. The main goal is the
protection of our most vulnerable and our Elderly community members.
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Review of YG Wetland policy --- Water Board Public
Interest Hearing on Placer Mining in Wetlands
FNNND is currently participating into the review wetland policy and looking forward for the Roundtable
meetings scheduled for November 2021. We are still awaiting further deliberation from the Yukon Water
Board and YG regarding the �inal decision of the Yukon Water Board Public Interest Hearing on Placer
Mining in Wetlands.

The FNNND Canoeing Crew arriving in Mayo during our
2021 FNNND reconnaissance trip on the Beaver River.

Beaver River Regional Land Use Planning
FNNND is looking forward to a “Draft” Land Use Plan being ready for approval during the upcoming
months. As per the discussions and ongoing work the Beaver River Land Use Planning NND
representatives, we are in agreement with their view that we should place the cart before the horse to
ensure that no signi�icant Environmental and socio-economics adverse impacts undermine aboriginal
and Treaty Rights in this untouched portion of NNND’s TT. There are currently insuf�icient tools in place
to manage cumulative impact of development. “A land use plan shall not be pre-determined as to having
the road in the area”. After reviewing all data collection, only then can a plan move forward with the
parties agreeing to what the plan will look like.

Water Transboundary Agreement

FNNND will continue to closely monitor the “Bi-lateral Transboundary Agreement between The First
Nation Governments, YG and the NWT, regarding: the Waters Reporting from the Peel and Mackenzie
Delta to the Beaufort Sea’’

Yukon South Beringia Priority Place

Dawna and Norma were busy working on this project to integrate water protection to other conservation
efforts and assess any potential support to complete the consolidation and collection of baseline
information needed to �ill the gaps. This work will put FNNND in a better position towards a meaningful,
meticulous and well-thought Land Use Planning process. FNNND received proposal dollars through the
Priority Places funding to hire a seasonal Coordinator and two summer students for the �ield work to
assist in the development of a Species at Risk and Special Concern Conservation Plan for the South
Beringia area.
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Water Quality Monitoring &
FNNND Water Quality Baseline
We now collaborate very actively with the Water resources Depart. of the YG collecting monthly water
samples and �low measurements at McQuesten, Haggart, Christal, Duncan Creek and Cache Creek. This is
being done in collaboration with YG Water Resources who will help FNNND closely investigate the Cash
Creek water quality changes. The main goal remains to expand our capacity and create a water quality
monitoring program for the entire Traditional Territory. Dawna will lead some of this work on the Water
Strategy resolution. FNNND will then be able to collect adequate baseline data as needed, prior to and
during any proper Land Use Planning exercise.

Traditional Knowledge/Data Consolidating
Digitizing/Data Protection/CKK
(Community Knowledge Keeper)

Lands & Resources, Heritage and Implementation dept. and other resources has adopt a new system to
help protect NND’s sensitive Traditional Knowledge, (TK). As part of this exercise, we retained
professional support from Eric Delong, who is working with Tammy Grantham of CTFN to provide
guidance, so we can adopt a new tool called CKK (Community Knowledge Keeper). This work will involve
selecting a community “Champion” to be the link between key individuals/depts. and to help with
arranging the digitization of archive documents; and the search, retrieval and uploading of historical
documents.

Lands Administration, Protocol and Structure

We are working at creating a better protocol of administration through our speci�ic branches and staff
and other resources identi�ied under the Department. Our Lands Assistant & that are working with the
Lands team to assess the Department structures and methodology we utilize to administer various
branches of land activities.

Lands Officers and Guardians Program

Our Of�icers and Guardians have been busy on patrols, monitoring the Land and assisting other
departments as needed. They are key in helping us with the daily work required with groundtruthing
information for our environmental assessment reviews. Our Of�icers continue to help the team with the
maintenance pf equipment and vehicle readiness for deployment for �ield activities. They are currently
working at making sure that our Firesmart program is good to start on November 1st, 2021.

Environmental Monitors

Bryan Moses continues to do the environmental monitoring and water sampling at the Alexco and Keno
Hill Mining District, the Victoria Gold mine site, the NND Traditional Territory Water Station, as part of
the ION (Indigenous Observation network) and Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council. This data
collected will be key to assist Dawna and the team in establishing a proper monitoring system for the
whole Traditional Territory. There is a new training exercise coming through the CABIN, (Canadian
Aquatic Bio-Monitoring Network). There have been additional sites added to YG Water Resources and a
few new monitoring stations will be within Traditional Territory. We currently have Sommer Mervyn
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taking the Environmental Monitoring training program through Yukon University and she is presently
being trained “on-the-job” and working at Victoria Gold as an Environmental Monitor Trainee. Good luck
Sommer, we wish you well in your employment and studies!

Our Environmental Monitor Bryan
Moses during the CABIN (Canadian Aquatic Bio-Monitoring
Network) training held this past summer 2021.

The following is an update from Helaina Moses;
Permafrost Monitoring with Carlton
University Professor Chris Burns
On August 9th 2021, Chris Burns came to Mayo to conduct his research along the Stewart River that he
has been doing for the last 40 years. At each site we visited there was ground temperature sensors in steel
pipes, inserted into the ground through the permafrost layers (thermistors). Ground temperature
readings are measured and recorded to develop temperature pro�iles and observe changes in
temperature/depth across these pro�iles over time. We visited all the sites that has impacts from
permafrost, we collected temperatures from the Thermistors that Chris installed in the 90s. We also took
water samples at the sites to look at the levels of Total Suspended Solids/Heavy Metals in the water. It
would be interesting to learn how the permafrost is affecting the water quality over time. Climate change
is real and is happening around us in our community, I was pleased to join Chris on his research and bring
NND youth who were interested in coming out and learning why monitoring is so important to our
people, our land and our water.

NND youth and Citizens during a trip on the Stewart River to Monitor climate change and the
thawing of permafrost
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Environmental Assessments
(YESAB, Water Board YG Consultation)
This �ile involves a signi�icant amount spent on communication with YG’s Public servants, Environmental
Assessors, NGO’s, Conservation Groups, Regulators and various Stakeholders while we aim to provide
adequate services for the FNNND Citizens. Overall, FNNND’s position continues to be aiming for Land Use
Planning while consolidating baseline data. FNNND is not against resource development and other
commercial activities; however, FNNND does not support new developments and/ or land use activities
until a Land Use Plan is in place, as per Chapter 11 of the Umbrella Final Agreement. We are initiating a
review to modernize the FNNND guiding documents and protocols to engage with mining entities or
others for economic development activities. (Please see attached map of 2020 Projects and Class 1
Permits in the Traditional Territory.
FNNND has, per the Final Agreement, sought changes to the administration of three traplines in the
Traditional Territory to Category 1 from Category 2. Category 1 traplines are administered by the First
Nation in accordance with provisions of the Final Agreement regarding the Wildlife Act and the Mayo
Renewable Resources Council.

When the traplines are changed from Category 2, Yukon government administration, to FNNND administration, consideration will be given to the traplines being managed as community traplines.

NND youth during a trip on the Stewart River
with the Lands and Resources Department with Professor Chris Burn
of Carleton University this past summer 2021.

Fish and Wildlife Report by Steve Buyck
Good morning NND Citizens, I (Steve Buyck) would like you all to know that I’m the new Acting Fish &
Wildlife Of�icer for the lands department. I recently just started in the position in late August and am only
working part time (3 days per week) at this time. As you all know, I’ve been working on the
Transboundary and BRLUP �ile but, as these �iles have dramatically slowed down due to recent events
with Covid 19 and the past Territorial and Federal elections. The TB �ile is temporarily on stand by mode
for the NWT communities as Covid 19 issues are the big priority issues for them. As per the Federal
Government, the elections and the new Minister appointment have delayed and slowed our negotiation
progress.

As per my role as the Acting Fish & Wildlife Of�icer, I have been working with the Mayo District Renewable
Resource Council and the Yukon Government on helping with Mayo’s new Fish and Wildlife Management
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Plan for the next 5 years. I would mention that a lot of information has already been gathered during the
past year in which we are now in the process of combining everything together with some up coming
community meetings in Mayo and Whitehorse. In the new year, we would expect to have a draft wildlife
management plan for the Mayo area upon which it would then be approved by the parties. With this plan,
we have also discussed including salmon management to be a part of our local �ish and wildlife management plan. Normally, this would be a separate salmon management plan with Department of Fisheries
and Ocean (DFO) and NND, but DFO is interested in the discussing the issues. Further work is needed to
de�ine the speci�ics.

I’m also in the process of working with Environment Dynamics initiatives (EDI) on establishing a sonar
camp at the McQuesten Airport for Counting salmon next year. A lot of work still needs to be con�irmed
before NND can commit to this project but, if we are to agree to this project, we would need at least 4 to 6
committed people for 2 months during the salmon season July to August. Training will be provided and
we would expect to have a minimum of 2 - 3 people living in camp on a two-week rotational basis. I can
provide more details when needed but, NND �irst needs to decide if we want have a sonar station or to
look at other alternatives to help the salmon, i.e, restoring/identifying important salmon rearing areas,
�ish hatcheries, releasing salmon frys in established spawning areas etc.
I would like to mention that YSC have determined that in order to sustain the salmon population, there
needs to be at least 42,000 salmon that make it the salmon spawning grounds. 2021 there was only
30,000 salmon that were recorded that came up the Yukon River. With that, we can expect that the
salmon population will be in a decline. That said, last summer, NND asked all of our citizens to not �ish
and we can expect that should not be �ishing for at least another 7 years. If we are to help the salmon, we
all must do our part in helping the salmon reach their spawning grounds.

Some of the other duties that I have been working on is being involved in our lands team discussion on
the various projects that are happening within our traditional territory and helping gathering information
as needed. I’m involved with all issues are related to �ish and wildlife. I have also been helping coordinating out�itters meat distribution with our team as well as �ish that was purchased by NND. I would also say
to our elder in Whitehorse, my apologizes for not meat out to your sooner. Out�itter’s meat should be
coming out to you during this week of our general meeting.
FNNND has, per the Final Agreement, sought changes to the administration of three traplines in the
Traditional Territory to Category 1 from Category 2. Category 1 traplines are administered by the First
Nation in accordance with provisions of the Final Agreement regarding the Wildlife Act and the Mayo
Renewable Resources Council.
When the traplines are changed from Category 2, Yukon government administration, to FNNND
administration, consideration will be given to the traplines being managed as community traplines.
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FNNND Settlement Land Use Planning
and Land Tenure by Millie Olsen
We are currently strategizing to initiate Land Use Planning mechanism for the FNNND Settlement Lands,
to ensure that NND interests are respected as per the terms of the UFA. Provisions needs to be reviewed
and implemented. We are looking forward for continued discussions with citizens to ensure all planning
is completed as per FNNND’s views, hopes and vision. As part of the role of our Natural Resources
Coordinator Millie Olsen: mapping needs when required; working with the Heritage Department to
gather all our heritage information pertaining to maps. A big part of her duties is responding to the Class
1 applications of Placer and Quartz mining operations within FNNND traditional territory, ensuring that
FNNND Heritage values are integrated into all the responses. These activities are important to track, as it
gives us a picture of all the activities within our traditional territory. Although they may be small
operations, they still impact Treaty Rights. Since January 2021, she has submitted 87 responses, this is a
busy �ile.

Victoria Gold by Ronalda Moses and team

The Term Sheet are the amendments to the CCBA that has been rati�ied on June 15th, 2021, the �inalized
document will be available soon; The current CBA members, Liaison, Manager and NND Legal team were
the working task group to �inalize this document for Council’s approval

The Lands department and Council had an internal caucus meeting on July 20th, 2021 to discuss the Term
Sheet and issues giving Council a point of view of the challenges and to strategize together moving
forward. Full Council were not present. Letter was sent to VG on June 13th, 2021, regarding
socio-economic impact analysis and relationship concerns and a bi-lateral summit request was made.
Communication protocol both internally and externally needs to be drafted. Awaiting Summit meeting
details between NND and VG to discuss Term Sheet CCBA Amendments and Socio-economic Assessment
Processes. Community Consultation Planning and Coordination required between both parties.
Coordinating a meeting between NND Lands and VG on the Eagle Gold Extension project presentation
(TBD) – in process; Coordinate and host an evening session with community to discuss how the project
has bene�ited and/ or impacted them to date; Coordinate and convene a bi-lateral summit meeting
between Council, CBA, Lands department to discuss the amendments to the agreement, roles,
expectations and relationship issues – recommend a second internal caucus follow up prior to this in
preparation. We are going to make sure that NND is doing the proper next step prior to dive into the
review of the new proposed Extension Project Overview. Consultation needs to be done accordingly.

Alexco/ ERDC Keno Hill Reclamation Plan
and New developments

Resuming the discussions about the Keno Hill Reclamation Plan and Water Licence Application for the
Implementation of the Keno Hill Closure plan. One item that is delaying the plan for the past couple of
years is the Cultural & Heritage Management plan portion. This item is one of the conditions of the
decision document, which states that no reclamation measures are to be initiated until the Management
Plan is completed.This work is currently being done with the help of the following key individuals and
organizations: Wendy Shearer, Joella Hogan, Alexandra Winton, YG Abandoned Mines, YG Heritage Branch,
Alexco/ ERDC and CIRNAC. Environmental Monitors Bryan Moses, Helaina Moses, and Vanessa Bennett of
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Geomancia Consulting & Drone North are in the �ield as part of the ground-truthing work for the Cultural
and Management Plan portion of the Keno Hill Reclamation Plan.

Our NND group during the CABIN training held summer 2021.

Mineral Development Strategy Successor Legislation
We continue to work with our Legal team and the Mining MOU Working Group with CYFN and the other
Yukon First Nation Lands and Resources Department. This Working Group involved three sub-working
groups; “Roads on Claims”, “Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement” and “Progressive Reclamation”
Working Groups; these groups have mandates to inform and place recommendations to the Govt in terms
of new legislations.

Transboundary

Our FNNND Transboundary Negotiators are inviting representatives of the Sahtu Secretariat Inc. (“SSI”)
to join FNNND, the Government of Northwest Territories (“GNWT”), and the Government of Canada for
discussions about the status of the negotiations, key issues, and areas where the input would be most
helpful. Steven Buyck gave a Presentation to the Elders Council & Lands Meeting held on April 22nd.

North Yukon Inter-Governmental
Oil and Gas Forum

The work continues to ensure that FNNND, VGG and TH are fully involved with the discussions with YG,
the NWT and the Inuvialuit’s Nations regarding work surrounding well reclamation and oil leases on the
Dempster highway with Chance Oil and Gas and also to ensure to protect FNNND’s rights regarding the
plans for the Beaufort Sea.

Yukon GatewaySilver Trail project

FNNND is initiating a full review of this �ile to ensure that NND’s interests are protected.
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Environmental Monitor Mentorship Program –
Involving youth is the key to looking after our land
In November, NND Monitors participated in Victoria Gold’s Discharging Activities. Victoria Gold has been
getting site ready for Freshet by discharging from the Event Pond at a level suitable for winter utilization
requirements and subsequently freshet water management. The NND monitors went everyday for 7 days
to take samples and monitor the discharging activities. We collected 16 samples and YSI water
parameters. This was a good experience for the NND monitors to learn about discharging and the
cumulative effects in our watersheds. Discharging is part of VG water use license; they must follow strict
guidelines from MDMER (Metal and Diamond Mining Ef�luent Regulations).
Discharging- allow (a liquid, gas, or other substance) to �low out from where it has been con�ined.

Freshet- the �lood of a river from heavy rain or melted snow. (a rush of fresh water �lowing into the river)
Helaina Moses

Dana Hager, Sommer Mervyn and Helaina Moses, Sampling water atMcQuesten
River below where Haggart Creek flows into McQuesten.

Sommer & Dana Sampling Water at Haggart Creek Below
Victoria Golds Discharge Location.
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Water Sampling at Victoria Gold
My week water sampling on the access road /McQuesten River was interesting and fun I enjoy my job. It
was interesting to learn that Victoria gold discharges their mine impacted water into our waters. That can
overtime potentially harm our water habitat and the animals that eat and drink from the waters. It would
be about time that Victoria gold gets a water treatment plant before building anything else on site. Not
many people work testing waters up here and I feel like it's important doing this so if anything happens
you can catch it and stop it before anything harmful happens. it's important to me because this is the land
we harvest from, the water we live on and the next generation.
Sommer Mervyn

Water Sampling at Victoria Gold Discharge
Recently, I’ve been working for NNDFN in the lands department as environment assistant and I enjoy the
work, keeping our water environment safe. It’s a good learning experience to learn how to protect our
wildlife, �isheries, and environment.
Dana Hager
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YG draft Wetlands Policy and Wetlands
Management in Yukon
FNNND participated in the most recent roundtable discussions hosted by YG on their latest draft Wetlands Policy. The Lands Team also submitted substantial written commentary on the draft Policy. FNNND
had serious concerns with the draft Policy ranging from its overarching goals to its policy tools which are
not effective at managing cumulative impacts to wetlands, adequately considering First Nation Rights and
ways of life, or accounting for climate change over the long term. These concerns were substantiated with
signi�icant detail in our response to YG as well as in comments to the Dawson Planning Commission. We
will await YG's review of these comments and subsequent First Nation consultation on the �inal Wetlands
Policy. Meanwhile, the Lands Team continues to work hard at the project review, assessment and
consultation level to engage in wetlands issues while also collaborating and supporting wetlands
mapping efforts and other initiatives.

Dawson Regional Land Use Plan

FNNND submitted substantial comments to the Dawson Regional Planning Commission on their draft
Dawson Regional Land Use Plan. Among the many points raised in the comments, FNNND brought
attention to the following: 1) need for more comprehensive integration of climate change including
through management of activity and through accounting for wetlands and wetland impacts in relation to
climate change; 2) more appropriate and accurate inclusion of First Nation concepts of stewardship and
sustainability (as de�ined by the Final Agreements); 3) need to have single designation of Special
Management Areas that allows for legal protection under Chapter 10 of the Final Agreement; 4) need for
more consideration of Clear Creek Caribou Herd and request for more protective measures within the
Clear Creek area; 5) more inclusion of special management for key river corridors including the Stewart
River and Klondike River; 6) more thorough management tools for cumulative effects management
including need for more indicators and thresholds, including in relation to wetlands, water and climate.

DRONE TRAINING PHOTOS

These photos are from Drone training with the
lands department staff, lands of�icer and Heritage
Department. The drones will play a huge part in
collecting data and imagery for land use planning
and environmental assessments and monitoring
of our traditional territory. The training was
provided by professors from the Carlton
University under the agreement that NNDFN has
with them.
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